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EDISON
CHOUEST
OFFSHORE
RECOGNIZED WORLDWIDE FOR
DIVERSE AND DYNAMIC ENERGY
SUPPORT SOLUTIONS
Edison Chouest Offshore (ECO) is a group of privately owned
affiliated companies collectively known as the Edison
Chouest Offshore Family of Companies.
Founded as Edison Chouest Boat Rental in Galliano,
Louisiana in 1960, the ECO family of companies are
recognized today as the world’s foremost integrated
marine technology provider. ECO operates a growing
fleet of 295 technologically advanced vessels, ranging
from 87 to over 525 feet in length, serving an expanding
global customer base. The ability to design, build, own
and operate diverse, high-capacity and technologically
superior vessels has made ECO an unrivaled leader in
the worldwide marine industry. Our position as a global
leader at the forefront of new technologies and state-ofthe-art vessel design has allowed ECO to take innovative
steps towards measuring and reducing operational
emissions and moving towards a more sustainable
future.
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Our Approach to Sustainability
The ECO family of companies has a fiduciary and regulatory responsibility to act in the best interests of our internal and external
stakeholders. We aim to establish a strong Environmental, Social and Corporate Governance (ESG) program framework that
withstands the test of time by reducing negative impacts of company operations and improving value for all stakeholders.
Stakeholders include ownership, employees, customers, suppliers, partners, investors, governments, regulatory bodies,
communities and the environments that sustain us.

Mission Statement

Vision Statement

It is ECO’s policy to provide each employee with a safe and
healthy working environment and provide our customers with
quality products and services. ECO emphasizes employee
education and awareness in risk management to prevent
accidents, protect people, preserve the environment and
continually improve the quality of our products and services.

Our vision is to be the recognized industry leader in energy
support solutions, obtain world-class quality, health, safety
and environmental operations status and be our customers’
first choice provider. Our company’s goals are zero
recordable injuries, environmental incidents and quality nonconformities. The core values that allow us to achieve these
goals are encompassed by the following motto:

Employees at all levels of the workforce shall make these
endeavors their highest priorities.
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Chouest PRIDE:
“Personal Responsibility In Delivering Excellence.”
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Edison Chouest Offshore Family of Companies

Operating Areas

ECO is operated from its headquarters located at 16201 E Main St, Cut Off, LA 70345.
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FLEET
OVERVIEW
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Edison Chouest Offshore

Environmental
We promote the efficient use of natural resources and
continuously look for the best environmental solutions for
our family of companies.
We place special emphasis on the reduction of emissions,
pollution and resources as we continue to quantify and
mitigate our impact on climate change.

Social
We believe we operate under a social license; as such, our
commitment to social responsibility lies at the core of who
we are as a company.
We aim to engage with our employees and the wider
community to reflect these obligations. From a financial
perspective, companies that respect human and labor rights
will face a lower level of social risk and be more financially
sustainable, enabling them to deliver better long-term
returns while also providing a better societal outcome.

Corporate Governance
ECO places a strong emphasis on proper governance. Well
governed companies and assets with appropriate policies
and procedures typically face lower levels of ESG risk,
enabling them to deliver sustainable long-term prosperity
while reducing negative impacts on people and the planet.

Chouest Family
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ECO maintains a Code of Conduct requiring our employees
to act in the best interests of our stakeholders, abide by all
applicable regulations, and avoid any action that is, or could
even appear to be, illegal or ethically improper. We believe in
the benefits of a diverse and well-trained workforce at ECO.
Our family of companies is committed to creating an equal
opportunity culture, treating all people with fairness, respect
and dignity. We expect our employees to exemplify these
values.
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QUANTIFIABILITY
AND
ACCOUNTABILITY
Mitigating our carbon footprint and moving towards more
sustainable operations can only be achieved if we can understand
and quantify our existing impact and develop the ability to
measure our operational impact over time. Developing baselines
for our emissions and consumption, setting reduction targets
and accounting for our impacts are ECO’s first steps towards a
sustainable future.
ECO’s live, cloud-based systems assimilate data from vessels within
the fleet and provides real-time data on the total fuel use and
emissions. Fuel consumption by vessels and activity are closely
monitored. Emissions such as CO2, NOx and SOx are tracked,
along with several other quality, health, safety, environmental,
sustainability and regulatory key performance indicators. This
information is trended and considered when setting company
goals.
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Tracking Emissions Numbers
We currently track Green House Gas (GHG) emissions related to our vessel operations and render the results in a Power
BI interface. As noted in our ESG Action Plan and our 2022 Objectives and Targets, we have set a 2022 goal of creating and
capturing a baseline for our company’s Scope 1 (direct) and Scope 2 (indrect) emissions.

TOTAL FUEL

TOTAL EMISSIONS
CO2

NOx

SOx

68,452

1,086

1

Kilograms

68,452,200

1,086,336

684,52

Pounds

136,904,400

2,172,673

1,369

Tons

21,723

25,557

6,751,380

TOTAL FUEL CONSUPTION IN TONS BY VESSEL

TOTAL CONSUMPTION IN TONS BY ACTIVITY

8,101

642
576
526

479
4,907

4,709
2,365
1,748
148

ISLAND
PERFORMER

ISLAND
VENTURE

C-INSTALLER

ISLAND
INTERVENTION

TRANSIT

STANDBY

DP INSIDE
500M

DP OUTSIDE 500M

PORT

MANEUVERING

Example of Emissions Tracking System Capabilities
This image is only an example of the system and not indicative of actual totals

How We Are Improving The Quality Of Service
Maintaining ISO 14001 certification to assist in minimizing how our operations negatively affect the environment.
Deploying live, cloud-based management, training and maintenance systems.
Established a state-of-the-art Remote Monitoring Center that has several environmental impact reduction
functions.
•

Vessels are monitored in real-time 24/7. Approximately 60,000 data points are analyzed to optimize fuel
burn and emissions.

•

The Remote Monitoring Center generates alerts and highlights concerns before they become failures,
ensuring vessels are running efficiently and reducing our carbon footprint.

•

System integration allows for remote fixes that reduce business travel miles.

Integration of energy-efficient solutions to internal and external lighting - such as LED lights, timed, motion, light
and occupancy sensors, etc.
Regulating building temperatures to conserve A/C energy use.
Minimization of the amount of hazardous waste generated each month, allowing us to move to a Small Quantity
Generator status and reduce our potential environmental impact.
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ECO has several shipyards for design and construction of its vessels, allowing for reduced environmental impact
via the following:
•

In-house Engineering Department to design purpose-built vessels taking efficiency and pollution into account.

•

The use of higher-quality materials to provide longer operational life cycles.

•

Redundant equipment and systems to reduce equipment failure and environmental risk.

•

Enhanced coating systems developed in working partnership with paint manufacturers to reduce vessel drag.

ECO developed Variable Frequency (VF) technology, a proprietary propulsion control system for several vessel
classes. The system minimizes fuel burn during DP operations while maintaining positional capability.
Incorporation of UN Sustainable Development Goals into the company’s Objectives and Target program.
Creation and distribution of an annual sustainability report.
Reduce fuel consumption and our carbon footprint using shoreside power through our partnership with Entergy.

Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plan (SEEMP):
Ship-specific measures: speed optimization, weather routing, hull maintenance, propeller cleaning and
machinery operation.
Company-specific measures: improved communication and interaction with clients to assess the feasibility of
just-in-time operation.
Human Resource Development: awareness training for personnel.
Vessel and shore-based personnel collaborate to set, create and implement measures to improve energy
efficiency.
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COMPANY
STATISTICS

NUMBER OF VESSELS

295

TOTAL NUMBER
OF EMPLOYEES

11,698

SHIPYARDS

5

Average employee count for
the year

This represents internal
shipyards only

PORTS

TOTAL RECORDABLE
INCIDENT RATE IN 2021

2021 EXPOSURE
HOURS

12

*0.04

21,030,504

AVERAGE AGE
OF FLEET

11 YEARS

14

*

Lowest annual TRIR in company history: 0.04

*

Longest time between recordables: 220 days

*

Most exposure hours between recordables: 12,378,144

Edison Chouest Offshore

HEALTH
AND
SAFETY
ECO prides itself on its industry
leading Quality, Health, Safety
and Environmental (QHSE) system
and track record. Because maintaining a strong safety culture is
integral to our business, we operate under the mantra that “we
will take no action at the sacrifice
of safety”. Our safety strategy is
based on eliminating workplace
incidents by limiting risks and hazards through rigorous training and
education. We attain the highest
performance levels in all aspects
of compliance and protection by
providing unparalleled support
and services to our workforce, customers and communities.
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2021 QHSE (Year-end Summary)
The following is a summary of ECO’s QHSE performance in 2021:
are committed
implementing quality,
EDISON
CHOUEST OFFSHORE | 2021 QHSEWeYEAR
ENDto REPORT
RECORDABLE INJURIES

health, safety and environmental standards in
compliance with the5International
Organization
YEAR TRIR OVERVIEW
& EXPOSURE HOURS
01/13/2021 - LTA: M/V Courageous (AK) Vessel allision caused the injured person
for Standardization (ISO) and International
1
to fall onto an operating station injuring their mouth and causing a fracture of the
TRIR
Exposure Hours
elbow.
01/13/2021
- LTA: M/V Courageous (AK) Vessel allision caused the injured person to fall Safety Management
0.11
0.1 System (ISM) requirements.
1

RECORDABLE INJURIES

onto an operating station injuring their mouth and causing a fracture of the elbow.
0.07
03/25/2021 - LTA: M/V Blue Tarpon (GOM) While the injured person was
0.05
0.04
M/V Blue
Tarpon
(GOM)
While the
injured
person
descending
2 03/25/2021
descending- LTA:
the internal
stairwell
from
the vessel’s
02 to
01 level
their was
ankle
rolled,
• The QHSE Management System is
anklefrom
to fracture.
internaltheir
stairwell
the vessel's 02 to 01 level their ankle rolled, causing their ankle
2 thecausing
15,718,616
16,306,338
17,084,376
18,261,648
21,030,504
certified to the following standards:
to fracture.
2019
2021
10/30/2021 - LTA: M/V Laney Chouest (GOM) The injured person manually
• ISM2017
Code:
LTA: M/V
Laney
Chouest
The
injured
handled
SENT TO THE FLEET
3 10/30/2021
handled a -mooring
line,
stored
energy(GOM)
in the line
jerked
theperson
injuredmanually
person into
the the
(Safe
Operation
and
Pollution
Prevention)
windlass
fractured
arm. jerked the injured person into the windlass causing
linecausing
and thea stored
energy
3 mooring
Actions as a result of Recordables Injuries
• ISO 9001:2015 (Quality)
fractures to his arm.
10/30/2021 - LTA: M/V C-Admiral (Brazil) An injured person suffered 2nd-degree
STAND DOWNS (Health & Safety)
• SAFETY
ISO 45001:2018
- LTA:
M/V C-Admiral
(Brazil)
An injury person
suffered
2nd-degree
4 10/30/2021
burns to the
left forearm
and hand
while performing
a weekly
engine
start test. burns
• (01/13/2021) Safety Stand Down - Allision with tanker
4 to the left forearm and hand while performing a weekly engine start test.
• •ISO
14001:2015
(Environmental)
(04/08/2021) Safety Stand
Down - Falling down stairwells
(10/31/2021) Safety Stand Down - Serious Marine Incident -Arm Injury
• •ISO
27001:2013 (Data Privacy & Security)
(11/06/2021) Safety Stand Down - Burn on the left forearm
•
INTERNAL/EXTERNAL BULLETINS
• (03/03/2021) BSEE Safety Alert 414 Ship Allision Result in Severe
Damage to Fixed Facilities
• (03/19/2021) Ladder Safety Campaign - Week Three: Safety While
Climbing
• (11/22/2021) Mooring Incidents
POLICY, SOFTWARE, AND PERSONNEL CHANGES
• (01/29/2021) Safety Improvement Plan
• (02/19/2021) Incorporate a Navigational Assessor into the field
• (02/25/2021) Update Voyage Plan
• (02/26/2021) Autopilot notification
• (03/08/2021) Update Master/Mate Competency Assessment
• (11/22/2021) Update of the Training Module
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ENVIRONMENTAL SPILLS
10
SPILLS

20
SPILLS

26
SPILLS

TOTAL OF INCIDENTS BY TYPES (TOP 5)

21
SPILLS

13
SPILLS

643

433
271
235
180

166

153

119

51

2017

2018

2019

43

2020

2021

ILLNESS REPORT

NEAR MISS

PROPERTY
DAMAGE

PERSONNEL INJURY

LOSS OF PRIMARY
CONTAINMENT

GALLONS SPILLED
INCIDENTS: MAIN CAUSAL FACTORS (TOP 5)

170

DEFECTIVE/
FAULTY
EQUIPMENT

16

157

SITUATIONAL
AWARENESS

82

ENVIRONMENTAL
CONDITIONS

50

LACK OF
CONCENTRATION

NEAR MISS: MAIN CAUSAL FACTORS (TOP 5)

43

POOR
PLANNING

74

DEFECTIVE/
FAULTY
EQUIPMENT

43

ENVIRONMENTAL
CONDITIONS

38

SITUATIONAL
AWARENESS

14
COMMUNICATION
FAILURE

6
DISREGARD
POLICY/
PROCEDURES
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ECO
TRAINING
CENTER
The ECO Training Center (ECOTC) offers a diverse selection of training
programs including:
Courses that satisfy the following requirements:
• United States Coast Guard’s (USCG) Standards of Training, 		
Certification and Watch-Keeping (STCW)
• Nautical Institute
• Offshore Petroleum Industry Training Orginization (OPITO)
Speciality courses such as:
• Basic and Advanced Fire Fighting
• Dynamic Positioning Induction and Simulator
• OPITO training for Cold and Tropical Water with Compressed Air
Emergency Breathing Systems
The ECOTC provides an opportunity for employees to learn and use
what they need on the job to improve their competencies. ECOTC strives
to maintain a coalition of subject matter experts who provide the best
quality instruction in a safe, learning environment.
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ECO Training Center

Our state-of-the-art training center offers 30,000 sq. ft of training space, 75 total courses, 44 USCG courses, 9 classrooms,
9 simulators and trained 2,983 students in 2021.

Fire Field
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Offshore Petroleum Industry Training Organization (OPITO)
Basic Offshore Safety Induction and Emergency Training (BOSIET)
Open to company, client and industry personnel

Modular Egress Training Simulator (METS)

Totally Enclosed Motor Propelled Survival Craft (TEMPSC) and Rigging Field.
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Dynamic Positioning (DP) Simulator Training
Certified by the Nautical Institute
DP Induction and Simulator courses

Dynamic Positioning Simulator Training Room

Dynamic Positioning Simulator Training Room Two
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SUSTAIN
ABILITY
THROUGH
INNOVATION
Staying at the forefront of new technologies and
innovation is an integral part of ECO’s approach
toward sustainability and ESG goals. Our teams
are

constantly

exploring

methods

to

reduce

GHG emissions, increase the efficiency of energy
utilization, develop unique energy solutions, improve
water management, optimize recycling processes and
better prepare for unplanned events.
ECO is building towards a greener, safer and smarter
future by investing in technology and innovation in
the following areas:
		

Remote Monitoring Center (RMC)

		

Remote Inspections

		

Port Efforts

		

Shore Power System at Chouest Ports in Louisiana

		

LED Lighting

		

Clean Waste

		

Logistics

		

Area Specific Operating Guidelines (ASOG)

		

Battery On Board (BOB)

		

Kinetic Energy Storage System (KESS)

		

Dynamic Positioning (DP)

		

Variable Frequency (VF)

		

Fuel Efficiency Monitoring

		

Subsea Innovations

		

Marine Technologies

		

Offshore Wind
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OVER 295
VESSELS

PORT
FACILITIES
IN THE US,
BRAZIL &
GUYANA

WORLD-CLASS
SHIPYARDS
ZERO
EMISSION
TECHNOLOGY

54 ROVS
&
4 AUVS

DP &
INTEGRATED
BRIDGE
SYSTEMS

FULL-SERVICE
SURVEY TEAM,
C-SURVEY
SUBSURFACE
INTEGRITY
SERVICES

VSAT
COMMUNICATIONS
TOPSIDE
INTEGRITY
SERVICES

E&I
CAPABILITIES
FABRICATION
FACILITIES
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Remote Monitoring Center (RMC)
The state-of-the-art RMC has real-time access to view engine/generator efficiency, allowing for intervention when a vessel is
not optimizing fuel burn and emission reduction.

RMC’s Cyber Security Notations
ECO is the industry leader in OSV cybersecurity.
Our fleet-wide program provides a dynamic approach for information and operation technology.
Robust programs complete with a response team and specialized crew awareness training.
We work closely with industry leaders and vendors, ensuring positive integration and rapid defense posture.
First in industry ABS Cyber Safety 1st and 2nd level achieved.
Conditional Online Based Risk Advisory System (COBRAS)
The COBRAS system is a machine-learning system used as a conditional risk-advisory system and for the general
monitoring of sensors and signals. The system has various other uses, including condition monitoring alarms and
trending, collision avoidance of vessels, fuel monitoring and vessel operational readiness.
ECO’s 312 series of offshore supply vessels and newer vessels within the fleet are remotely monitored 24/7.
Data analysis performed using patented machine learning technology (COBRAS).
System auto-generates alerts highlighting concerns.
Alerts used by highly trained RMC staff to prevent failures, eliminating downtime and increasing efficiency.
Real-time monitoring used to optimize speed, trim, fuel and emissions.

Remote Inspections

SUPERIOR VESSEL
CONTROL SYSTEMS
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REMOTE MONITORING
CENTER

SATELLITE
COMMUNICATIONS

MAINTENANCE
SYSTEMS

QHSSE MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
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Port Efforts

ELECTRIC OVERHEAD
GANTRY CRANES

SHORE POWER
STATIONS

LED
LIGHTING

Shore Power Systems at Chouest Ports in Louisiana
Shore power is a more efficient use of energy than a diesel
generator:
Shore power is the supply of onshore electricity to a

Potential annual fuel savings per vessel:

137,304 G A L L O N S

vessel at berth when its main and auxiliary engines
are shut down.

Potential annual CO2 savings per vessel:

The use of shore power can reduce vessel fuel burn

1,220 M E T R I C T O N S

and localized emissions to zero while at berth.

Tons of CO2 determined by using EPA Emissions calculator.

Cable
Management
System

Onboard Receiving Switchboard
with Synchronization Device
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High-voltage
Shore Connection

Unit Substation
(step down transformer)

Connection
to Power Grid
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Conservationist Award

Chouest named 2019 Corporate Conservationist of the Year by the Louisiana Wildlife Federation

ECO was named 2019 Corporate Conservationist of the Year by the Louisiana Wildlife Federation for its shore power project
at Port Fourchon.
ECO joined with Entergy to extend the power grid to serve ships docking at the port, no longer burning fuel while doing work
at the Gulf of Mexico oilfield service hub. The power unit was developed by Entergy’s innovation department, KeyString Labs,
to help customers reach their goals of reducing carbon emissions and footprint.

42%

48%

98%

REDUCTION IN
CO2 EMISSIONS

REDUCTION IN
SOx

REDUCTION IN
NOx

Per Entergy, shore power in their overall service area is estimated to potentially achieve as much as a 42% net reduction in
carbon emissions, a 48% net reduction in sulfur-oxide emissions and a 98% net reduction in nitrogen oxides emissions.
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ECO vessels moored at shore power stations.

Shore Power’s Fuel Mix Today
In addition to providing ECO an opportunity to produce zero
emissions locally with the use of shore power, Entergy is
committed to increasing its percentage of solar power in the
coming years.
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LED Lighting
LED bulbs use 75% less energy than incandescent lighting. LED conversions at our ports and vessels started in 2014. Since
then, LED conversions have been completed at 8 locations.

LED lighting comes standard on all new vessels.
The transition to LED lighting has had a significant impact in reducing greenhouse gas emissions
throughout our operations.

ECO vessels at work under LED lighting and overhead electric gantry cranes.
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Clean Waste
ECO affiliate Clean Waste is a fully-integrated processing facility in Port Fourchon, using proven technologies for the treatment
of exploration and production waste. Clean Waste can recover and recycle waste streams and process them into materials
and water that can be reused or recycled. This significantly reduces the environmental impact relative to current disposal
methods, allowing operators to improve their environmental performance and mitigate or even eliminate related future
liabilities.

Clean Waste Facility

Clean Waste Facility

Cuttings are separated into
ash, oil and process water

Clean Waste Facility

Cuttings

Ash

Oil

Process water is
then treated

Process
Water

Post Treatment
Process Water

An Environmental Opportunity:
Currently, Port Fourchon receives 75+% of the Gulf of Mexico’s exploration and production waste. Processing
this waste locally at the Clean Waste facility removes the risk of spills that would be created by transporting the
waste to facilities across the Southeast US.
As an environmental alternative, Clean Waste was built as a “one stop shop” facility for all of Port Foruchon to
receive and process tank cleaning waters and recycle Syntenic Oil-Based Mud and drill-cuttings.
Processing at Clean Waste will nearly eliminate present transportation of liquid wastes to prevent future
liabilities to our customers.
Thermo-mechanical Cuttings Cleaners are utilized to process oilfield waste into a reusable base oil, clean water
and clean solids, which can be recycled into various materials (roadbed, pavers, etc.).
Clean Waste’s facility is a 40,000 sq. ft. building able to process up to 3,000 barrels of fluids per day.
The facility has 16,000 barrels of liquid storage and 10,000 barrels of cuttings storage.
Up to 200 tons of cuttings can be processed at the Clean Waste facility per day.
The building and lay down yard have energy-saving electrical design with sky lights and LED lighting throughout
the facility.
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Logistics
C-Logistics, an ECO member company has reduced Greenhouse Gas Emissions (GHG) for outbound and inbound voyages
through logistical planning and resource optimization. ECO has been able to reduce the number of Fast Service Vessel (FSV)
runs to offshore locations and in 2021, began offering alternative methods to deliver the cargo without using FSVs.

VESSELS

DOCK
FACILITIES

LOGISTICS
OPERATIONS

CRANES

SOFTWARE

TRUCKING

C-Logistics reduced the
total number of FSV runs in
2021 by 50%

50%
REDUCING CARBON EMISSIONS
BY 10,000 TONS
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Area Specific Operating Guidelines (ASOG)
ASOGs are written to ensure safe operations and leverage advanced technology by reducing fuel burn. Engines and generators
are used in the most efficient way taking performance, requirements, fuel burn, environmental factors and emissions into
account.

Dynamic Positioning (DP)
To reduce fuel consumption, ECO has optimized vessel DP hours by avoiding DP time while on vessel standby, trending the
fleet’s DP hours monthly and working with vessels crews and clients to reduce standby hours.

Variable Frequency (VF)
ECO’s proprietary VF propulsion control system reduces fuel burn during DP operations.
A vessel can produce and consume electricity over a range of frequencies in VF mode.
The VF DP control system decreases propeller speed and increases pitch when needed.
Slowing engine speed reduces power output, maintaining engine efficiency.
ECO’s VF DP system can reduce main engine fuel burn by 60% (110 GPH to 45 GPH).

ECO vessel transporting cargo to an offshore facility.
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Fuel Efficiency Monitoring
The fuel monitoring system, developed according to the Environmental Ship Index by Marine Technologies,
offers several functions such as:
Vessel tracking
Fuel consumption data and reports
Emissions calculations and reports
Fuel cost and reports
Trips/journey information
Draft, trim, loads and number of generators online
Compare data between vessels
Individual vessel data trending over time
COBRAS provided fuel efficiency calculations and recommendations

ECO vessel transporting risers to an offshore facility.
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Subsea Innovations

Island Performer during subsea operations.

The refueling of Riser Light Well Intervention (RLWI) vessels at
C-Innovation (CI) in Port Fourchon was a procedural change
to fueling operations that reduced fuel consumption and
emissions.

Mobilization and demobilization of equipment is one of the
largest (GHG) emitters of C-I’s projects.
C-I made the strategic acquisition of Caltex Oil Tools.
C-I is saving 1,237 KG/CO2 by owning and storing Caltex
equipment in Port Fourchon.
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Marine Technologies

Marine Technologies (MT), offers superior vessel control solutions for all vessel types. MT products include dynamic positioning
and fully integrated bridge systems, global wireless communications and network management. MT has been at the forefront
of smart ship operation and digital twin technology, allowing us to offer low emission services to clients today.

Weather
Routing
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Emergency
Response

Equipment
Manufacturer
Support

Digital
Class

Insurance
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OUR
PEOPLE
At ECO, we have a diverse and inclusive workforce, ensuring equitable education and promoting
lifelong learning opportunities. We believe our investment in increasing our employee’s level
of skill and competency has greatly benefited ECO, which has resulted in a world-leading
service standard.
ECO provided group transportation for employee crew changes saving GHG emissions.
ECO has created the Chouest Academy site and began developing a library of training videos to
educate the workforce.
We have committed to giving employees the opportunity to donate their time to charities each year.

St. Ann’s Orphanage and St. John Bosco Orphanage in Guyana. Both the girls and boys at each orphanage were
very happy to see the gifts that were purchased and delivered to them by ECO.
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Cadets train aboard ECO Vessels in Guyana

Employees pose with children at the St. Ann Catholic Girls
Orphanage in Guyana after presenting them with a new
television.

Employees in Brazil visit charities for the holidays.

EMPLOYEE RELIEF FUND
Financial assistance for employees
affected by Hurricane Ida
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An unbiased, third-party entity
evaluated Chouest employee
applications on a confidential basis
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HUMAN
PERFORMANCE
HOW HAS ECO INTEGRATED
HUMAN PERFORMANCE?
What is Human Performance?
Human Performance (HP) is an operating belief that
acknowledges that people make mistakes.
It identifies causes of mistakes and provides specific tools to
help reduce the severity or outcome.
Mistakes are inevitable, and Human Performance identifies
ways to reduce the potential impact, allowing for as much
safety as possible.
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Human Performance Ownership Engagement
Members of ownership Executive Vice President Mr. Dino Chouest (pictured second from left in the top picture)
taking part in a Human Performance panel discussion sponsored by our clients and President/CEO Mr. Gary
Chouest (pictured in the bottom left picture in a yellow shirt) taking part in Human Performance training.

Ownership is engaged in understanding what is important to our clients.
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START WORK
AUTHORITY
SAFETY CAMPAIGN
You shall give workers authority to start work only when they’re sure it is safe.
You must start work only when all critical controls are in place.
You have the responsibility to start a job only when acceptable controls are identified,
verified and monitored.
The Start Work Authority process is broken into three steps:
Risk Assessment
We have a responsibility to conduct risk assessments. Risk assessments identify what
actually happens (job steps), along with risks/hazards, and ensure controls/mitigations
are in place.
Verification & Communication
Confirmation that controls/mitigations are in place and functioning before starting a
task.
Start Work Authority
If the controls/mitigations are verified by a supervisor, Start Work Authority is given.
Four step process before Start Work Authority is given:

Does your Risk Assessment
capture what actually
happens and the relevant
risks?

1

Does the Risk Assessment
identify critical control(s)
that adequately mitigate
the hazard(s)?

2

RISK ASSESSMENT
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Have you verified the
critical control(s) and
does the work group
understand?

3

IDENTIFY CRITICAL
CONTROLS

VERIFY CRITICAL
CONTROLS BEFORE
GIVING START WORK
AUTHORITY

Do you have a plan to
monitor control(s) during
task?

4

MONITOR CRITICAL
CONTROL(S)
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GOVERNANCE

ECO’s foundation is built on three core values: honesty, integrity and
respect. These values distinguish us and guide our actions. We conduct our
business in a socially responsible and ethical manner. We abide by the law,
support universal human rights and protect the environment, benefiting
our various stakeholders. We strive to meet the highest ethical standards in
all business dealings. We hold ourselves accountable for our work and our
actions. We are committed to excellence in everything we do, and we strive
for continuous improvement.
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ECO created an ESG Committee to review our impacts as part of our
Management Review process. ESG committee members are company
employees qualified and experienced in the following fields: safety,
pollution prevention, energy efficiency, ESG, or quality. Additionally,
they are familiar with the company’s policies and capable of bringing
resolution to a deficiency. Department heads and company ownership,
as deemed necessary, also make up the ESG committee during
Management Review meetings.

Policy Commitments:

The governance body that is responsible for making decisions include:
i. The Chouest Family is ultimately responsible for all decisions.
ii. They are advised by the following groups:
• Members of senior management
		 • Department heads
		 • The Management Review Committee
		 • The Environment, Social, Governance (ESG) Committee
		 • The Human Rights Governing Body
• The Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Committee

2. Per
ECO’s
Risk
and
Hazard
Assessment policy: Work shall not
commence until a risk assessment is
complete. All work is done only after
the actual and potential risk related to
a task is identified and mitigations are
put into place.

1. ECO policy commitments related to
responsible business conduct is part
of our Code of Conduct policy that
serves as a resource for all personnel
and demonstrates ECO’s commitment
to legal and ethical operations.

3. Per the Human Rights section of
the Code of Conduct: ECO does not
condone any human rights abuse
such as forced labor, child labor,
or human trafficking. ECO strictly
prohibits employees, subcontractors,
vendors, partners, agents and other
representatives from engaging in
human rights violations and human
trafficking activities. These activities
include but are not limited to
engaging in sex trafficking, procuring
commercial sex acts (even if legal in
the country where the action takes
place), using force, fraud, or coercion
to subject a person to involuntary
servitude, or obtaining labor from a
person using threats of serious harm
to that person or another person.
4. Per the Anti-Discrimination section
of the Code of Conduct, treatment of
all people with fairness, respect and
dignity is ensured regardless of race,
national origin, religion, gender, age,
sexual orientation, gender identity,
marital status, disability, or any other
characteristic protected by applicable
laws.
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THE
KWANDWE
CONNECTION
KWANDWE PRIVATE GAME RESERVE
Several years ago, the ECO family of companies acquired Kwandwe
Private Game Reserve in the Eastern Cape of South Africa. The Chouest
Family’s considerable investment in the conservation and expansion of
Kwandwe’s wildlife areas as well as their commitment to improve the
lives of impoverished communities lies at the heart of their investment.
Kwandwe is a 65,000-acre eco-tourism wilderness area that is home to
thousands of animals that call this wildlife reserve home.
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Kwandwe History
The landscape that today makes up Kwandwe Private Game Reserve had once been vibrant and home to large numbers of
elephants, black rhinos, cape buffalos, leopards, cheetahs and lions. However, the arrival of the Dutch and English settlers
from the 1700s-1800s saw wildlife both hunted and driven off these lands in favor of goat and ostrich farming. One hundred
years of small stock farming and cultivation left the landscape neglected and depleted.
It took the vision, resources and relentless energy of a wonderful team to create Kwandwe Private Game Reserve. Conceived
in 1998, the collective dream was to return a piece of this land in South Africa’s almost forgotten Eastern Cape to its former
glory and rejuvenate it’s wildlife population.
It has once again become home to thousands of animals that freely roam the reserve including lions, elephants, buffalos,
endangered species such as black rhinos, cheetahs and South Africa’s national bird the endangered blue cranes, from which
the reserve gets its name – ‘Kwandwe’ meaning ‘Place of the Blue Crane’ in the local language “IsiXhosa”.
The responsibility of custodianship of 65,000 acres of land is not taken lightly by the Chouest Family nor is the ongoing role
they play in care of the surrounding communities. Before the arrival of the first Cheetah in 2000, it’s sobering to know that
the last two Cheetahs in the area were killed in 1888. The enormous responsibility of undertaking to reinstate threatened and
endangered wildlife back into the Eastern Cape becomes apparent.
Kwandwe founded the Ubunye Foundation, which is now a strong and independent Social Responsibility partner. Kwandwe
invests in projects that improve lives and create sustainable livelihoods in marginalized rural communities.

Our Conservation Model
We have five aspects that are pillars of our conservation model:

Our ultimate purpose as a tourism-conservation entity is to contribute sustainably to the environment, protect biodiversity and
positively impact our surrounding communities.
It is our aim that every guest at Kwandwe understands our mission and leaves knowing that they have actively participated
in what we hope has become a shared vision.

OUR FIVE PILLARS OF CONSERVATION & HOW YOU CAN CONTRIBUTE
G ROW

P ROT E C T

ENGAGE

C O L L A B O R AT E

RESEARCH

Conserving biodiversity
and the ecology of
the area.

Safeguarding
vulnerable species.

Supporting and
developing
our local community.

Expanding wildlife
populations beyond the
borders of Kwandwe.

Visit the Mgcamabele
Centre and the
Ubunye pre-school
located on Kwandwe,
and learn more about
our community
projects in the
Eastern Cape.

Request to be added to
our conservation mailing
list and keep up to date
with planned projects and
how to get involved.

Partnering with
academic
institutions to
conduct
biodiversity
research.

Replant Spekboom, a wonder
plant that is endemic to the
Eastern Cape, on game
drives and walking safaris.
Observe flora rehabilitation
in action.

Take part in a rhino
conservation drive and
track the endangered
animals on foot.
Join a Rhino
Conservation Safari.
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Set up a camera and
inspect other footage to
understand how we use
motion detection cameras
to survey moments and
territories and understand
more about certain
species.
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Restore Native Spekboom to Restore Land Function and Sequester Carbon Dioxide
The reserve’s diverse landscape makes it a biological melting
pot of plant species, from Euphoribia forests and displays of
winter-flowering aloes, to thicket vegetation, one of the most
nutritious to be found in Africa. Native to the Eastern Cape,
Portulacaria Afra, also known as Porkbush or “Spekboom”,
is a remarkable succulent tree that has an exceptional
ability to store carbon. The estimated annual rate of carbon
sequestration for an acre of Spekboom thicket is around 1.7
tonnes. In other words, 25 acres of Spekboom is equivalent
to taking 26 cars off the road for a year. This has earned it
the nickname “The Carbon Sponge”. Due to the prevalence of
this incredible plant across Kwandwe, it is estimated that the

reserve stores in excess of 1.5 million tons of carbon.
The planting of Spekboom not only removes carbon dioxide
out of the atmosphere, but facilitates the restoration of
historically degraded landscapes into naturally functioning
ecosystems. As part of an ongoing rehabilitation project,
areas of the reserve that were once overgrazed by goats
and disturbed by previous farming practices have been
rehabilitated with the reestablishment of Spekboom. In the
process, Kwandwe has created and continues to invest in a
sizable carbon-neutral protected area.

ECO has invested in a pioneering long-term
restoration project at Kwandwe. The project intends
to restore degraded land by planting Spekboom,
rehabilitating soil function and water holding
capacity of degraded soils, seeding grasses and
returning the canopy tree species through nursery
propagation.
The target is to restore 10,000 acres over the
next 5 years. Not only will this ground-breaking
project improve landscape function and sequester
vast amounts of carbon dioxide, it will also
provide numerous employment opportunities to
impoverished local communities.
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Wildlife
Our mission is to expand wildlife populations, both on the reserve and beyond, and to replenish wildlife in areas where they
have become scarce or even extinct. We have been proud to assist with the re-establishment of brown hyaena, cheetah,
leopard, lion, rhino and elephant populations to game reserves and National Parks in Southern Africa.
Recent highlights of our translocation efforts:
Lions to Majete National Park and Liwonde National Park in Malawi.
A swap of two male cheetahs with Majete National Park in Malawi.
Several lion translocations to new private game reserves in South Africa.
Brown hyena to Karoo National Park.
Elephant breeding and bull groups to private game reserves in South Africa.
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Rhino Conservation and Protection

“Kwandwe Private Game Reserve sits at the core of
the Albany Thicket and is a key member of the Albany
Thicket Zone. It has a Key 2 population which makes it an
important population under the International Union for
Conservation of Nature (IUCN) categorization. Because
of its Protected Area status, it has signed a management
agreement with the state under which it commits to
managing the land to meet biodiversity conservation
objectives and it is held accountable for implementation
of the plan by being audited by the state.”
Dave Balfour, Chair Rhino Management Group, A
Socio Economic and Conservation Assessment of
Kwandwe Private Game Reserve. 18th July 2021.

The Kwandwe Rhino Conservation Trust
Born from a passion for protecting this iconic species,
the Kwandwe Rhino Conservation Trust raises funds for
conservation strategies in the Great Fish River Valley,
amongst others. This includes full-time rhino monitoring with
a specialized anti-poaching unit and a helicopter to assist.
The Trust’s focus in the Great Fish River Valley is vital as it
is the home of Kwandwe Private Game Reserve, but more
importantly, it is home to the third most important population
of Black Rhino in Africa. Kwandwe and its direct neighbor,
The Great Fish River Reserve, have ideal vegetation for black
rhinos to breed quickly and successfully in the thicket biome
of this ancient valley.
The Kwandwe Rhino Trust works tirelessly to protect the two

rhino species that remain in Southern Africa. The Southern
White Rhino (Ceratotherium Simum) is listed as “Near
Threatened” on the IUCN’s list of endangered species.
South Africa’s greatest conservation success story is of how
the Southern White Rhino was brought back from the brink
of extinction. In the 1960s there were less than 500 white
rhinos left on an estimated 74,000 acres of land within
the country. Through intensive conservation efforts, this
population grew to over 15,000 in 2008. Unfortunately, since
then, thousands of individual rhinos have lost their lives in
illegal killings in Southern Africa.
South Africa is now home to 90% of the remaining rhino
populations globally.

The Black Rhino (Diceros Bicornis) is currently listed as
“Critically Endangered”. Their population has declined
from 850,000 animals to roughly 100,000 by 1960,
numbers then bottomed out at around 2,500 in 1995.
In 2011, just under 5,000 black rhinos remained in their
original rangelands.
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Slowly rising black rhino numbers and the downward trend
in poaching statistics in recent years gives us hope for the
future, but the battle to save these magnificent beasts is far
from over. Poaching syndicates have become increasingly
organized, sophisticated, aggressive and connected to other
forms of international organized crime, making protecting
these rhinos increasingly risky and costly.
While rhinos are the focus of our efforts, the threat to lions
for their bones, teeth and claws and elephants for their
ivory, are risks that are also considered. The Kwandwe Rhino
Conservation Trust has two focus areas in the protection of
rhinos.
The first is keeping rhinos thriving in a stress-free environment
in order to increase population. This is done through careful
monitoring of individual animals on the Kwandwe Private
Game Reserve. The second focus is combatting poaching on

The Kwandwe Rhino Conservation Trust assists in raising the
funds necessary to carry out the protection of this species
for future generations to witness them in their natural
habitat. Triche Chouest represents the Chouest Family on
the Board of Trustees, and the Chouest Family is presently
the greatest contributor to the efforts of the Kwandwe Rhino
Conservation Trust.

the ground through a skilled anti-poaching unit, providing
security for rhinos, and education for local communities and
schools. The value of local communities harboring a love for
the species is immeasurable.
Since 2000, Kwandwe has trained and employed more
than 37 rangers.
Twelve black rhinos have been introduced to Kwandwe
in the past 14 years, and there is now a thriving
population in an almost ideal habitat, enabling the
reserve to be a source of rhinos for other properties
around South Africa.
We have an exceptional canine (K9) unit. These dogs
can follow tracks as old as 9 hours and are invaluable
in the protection of rhinos.

Mr. Dino and Mrs. Triche Chouest
with rhino receiving veterinary care.

Research
Kwandwe is actively involved and supportive of both practical
and academic research. Since the reserve’s inception, over 40
academic research projects have been registered, stemming
from 12 different academic institutions. Kwandwe not only
facilitates external academic research, but also collects its
own internal data on priority species such as black and white
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rhinos, cheetahs, elephants, lions and buffalos. The soils and
vegetation are also continually monitored. This information is
collated and analyzed by reserve management to make sure
a sustainable and healthy balance between the animals and
environment they inhabit at Kwandwe is maintained.
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The Ubunye Foundation
The Ubunye Foundation is an established social upliftment foundation, originating on Kwandwe Private Game
Reserve, but has now spread to over 40 rural communities in the surrounding area. Since its inception in 2002,
Kwandwe has continued partnering, supporting and growing its innovative and effective programs with communities
on education, health and wellness.

Community Vision Of Lelethu (It’s Ours)
Where the community leads in pursuing sustainable development
that builds resilience to climate change.
Conservation is about more than the animals and the land;
it is about the people too. The communities surrounding
Kwandwe are part of the conservation effort as we are all
codependant on our environments for survival.
Kwandwe works with the community-based organization, the
Ubunye Foundation, to provide a base to lead sustainable
lives and build resilience to climate change.

in the community thrives. Through a governance structure,
Siyakhanya, Ubunye’s staff and representatives of the
community, join in keeping in tune with current events, finding
ways to work through challanges, deciding on activities, and
monitoring progress to work towards sustainable living.
Ubunye assists with the nursery at the Mgcamabele Centre
on Kwandwe and the government-run Primary School in
the nearby village of Fort Brown. Under Ikamva Lolutsha,
the focus is on the future of young people within our
communities by helping them create and follow a life plan.
This is further supported through active savings and “green”
business initiatives involving women who have access to
technical support on environmentally friendly operations.

The Ubunye Foundation provides access to knowledge,
skills-building and technical support to ensure that everyone
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Isisekelo - Education For Life

Through Isisekelo, our Education for Life initiative, we work
with children under 5 years old to give them constant
access to quality learning in a sustainable nursery, while
ensuring these resources remain accessible and financially
independent. We help nurseries to provide interactive
play-based learning that incorporates management of the

environment and conservation. A communal activitiy that
the children take part in is developing a vegetable garden
designed to withstand drought, giving them the opportunity
to count seeds and seedings while experiencing the many
colors of nature and learning how to grow food with the
resources available.

Finding Hope in Primary Schools
We want to ensure that our children receive a high-quality education in government-primary schools. Local parents have
joined the Fort Brown Primary School’s governing board, with the support of Ubunye, to help influence, support and improve
the education system for their children. In order to provide additional learning support one of the mothers supported by
Ubunye works in the school system. This model has proven to be successful as the community involvement can be replicated
in other schools.
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Ikamva Lolutsha - Growing Young Futures

Ikamva Lolutsha focuses on the youth of the area. Due to
the difficulties brought forth by droughts and the pandemic,
many hardships were created. Young people in the
communities around Kwandwe have joined together through
Ikamva Lolutsha to provide a six-day course that allows them
to explore and develop their life plans. The themes center
around a variety of things.

After completion, the families are supported in putting their
life plans into action through individual guidance, small
scholarships, grants, or allowances from Ubunye. As with all
our work with Ubunye, the main focus is on sustainable living
for our children.

Sinako - Working Together
Together, we work as a community to help those in distress.
This is part of a road to sustainable living. We can learn
how to care for the environment, practice conservation and
come together to combat climate change all through the
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support that Ubunye provides through learning financial
management and running businesses in an environmentally
friendly manner.
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Masiphile - Community Health & Wellness
Ubunye works with our local Community Health Workers and
mobile services to help us make lifestyle changes and ensure
access to treatment. We encourage each other and advocate
for better services.
It is important that citizens, especially young women, become
informed, financially independent and self-confident.
Ubunye has already begun to bring about this change. We
have seen young women become stronger and take a lead
in demanding better health services. The goal is to push the
community to accept everyone.
Through partnership with Kwandwe, community leadership
is the only way to establish conservation action, achieve
sustainable living and combat the challenges of climate
change.
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FUTURE
FLEET
Research and development into
innovative solutions and operational measures to improve efficiency, reduce carbon emissions
and provide our clients with
options of sustainable solutions
for the marine service sector are
permanently ongoing at ECO.
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Battery On Board (BOB)
BOB consists of Batteries, a Battery
Management System and an
Energy Management Systems (for
all interfaces).
Due to start-up time of vessel
engines a second engine would
normally have to be running when
the vessel works within 500-meters
of an offshore location. The Battery
On Board (BOB) works like an
Uninterpretable Power Supply for
a desktop computer and would
take the place of an engine when
needed. This process allows for
a reduction of greenhouse gases
by not having to run the second
engine.
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Unique and Global Patented Energy Technology
Kinetic Energy Storage System (KESS)
ECO affiliate Spinning Energy, LLC is founded on an energy
storage system that outperforms both existing battery and
competing flywheel technologies with an exceptionally high
system efficiency >98%. This patented technology can offer
significant reductions in GHG emissions in marine power
applications, especially when used with renewable energy.
The flywheel has unique superior energy storage capabilities
to all other energy storage solutions on the global market.
Additionally, compared to conventional battery technology,
the most commonly used energy storage method today,
flywheel does not include any dangerous chemicals or
substances, nor is it flammable or explosive.
The flywheel has a long life cycle (20+ years) and can be
recycled 100%. The flywheel is a 100% clean and green
solution, perfectly adapted for storing alternative energy and
optimizing power distribution.

Kinetic Energy Storage System (KESS)
ECO is developing a KESS for marine power applications.
It is based on a patented, ultra-high energy density, electro-mechanical flywheel, paired with a high-frequency
inverter/drive.
When used with renewable energy (or power from the national grid), this technology can offer significant
reductions in GHG emissions in marine power applications.
Currently, ECO kinetic energy storage systems are rated for a maximum power output of 1,000 kW and have a
total energy storage capacity of 250 kWh.
This means that a single KESS can provide 250 kW for 1 hour, or 1,000 kW for 15 minutes.
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CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT
WORKING TOWARDS GLOBAL
REPORTING INITIATIVE (GRI)
STANDARDS COMPLIANCE
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ECO Objectives and Targets 2022
Internal and external inputs are assessed to determine and identify high risk items in order to set ECO’s Objectives and
Targets annually.
Code: Q = Quality H = Health S = Safety E = Environment En = Energy Efficiency IS = Information Security
No.

Category

Objective

Target

1

Q/E/S

Improve reliability of
product/service

Creating a system to define a
root cause analysis and develop
actions to prevent reoccurrence
for high-level mechanical failures

1. Define system for analysis
2. Define criteria for high-level
mechanical failure
3. Create a procedure for data
analysis

2

Q/H/S

Increase quality of
services performed
to enhance customer
satisfaction

Ensure all vessel crews operate
within the same policy and
procedures to have uniformity in
compliance

1. Add vessels previously not in the
internal auditing scheme to the
internal audit schedule
2. Conduct audits
3. Measure completion

3

Q/H/S

Increase workforce
competencies through
educational videos

Develop a library of training
videos to educate the workforce

1.
2.
3.
4.

4

Q/H/S

Keeping the workforce
informed on healthrelated topics

Create a health campaign to
promote healthier choices
utilizing quarterly bulletins

1. Create bulletins
2. Update Infectious Disease policy
to reflect learnings
3. Distribute updated policy and
applicable procedures to the
workforce

5

Q/E/H/S

Promote Risk
Assessment (RA)
Competency

Educate the employees on
the top 3 findings from the RA
analysis checklists on a quarterly
basis

1. Create Risk Assessmet analysis
checklist
2. Complete Risk Assessment
analysis checklist on 1 vessel per
month per QHSE Coordinator
3. Distribute guidance on findings
quarterly

6

Q/E/En

Grow the companies’
sustainability program

Improve brand value to increase
competitive advantage and
create new opportunities

1. Create and distribute a
sustainability report
2. ESG/Sustainability Awareness
campaign
3. Gain Sustainability Notation for
selected vessel

7

E/En

Reduce Green House
Gas (GHG) emissions

Create baseline for scope 1 and 2
emissions for the company

1. Create Power BI interface that
calculates emissions

8

IS

Understanding strategic
and operational
information security
risks; reducing or
eliminating those risks

Complete 75% or greater of the
Risk Treatment Plan

1. Use the Risk Treatment Plan to
identify necessary projects to
further enhance the security of
our company
2. Track and record progress in the
ISMS Management Review

9

IS

Minimize downtime to
ensure the availability
of information assets
in support of business
operations

Have less than 24 hours of
unplanned server downtime

1. Monitor server uptime
continuously, and investigate and
address any issues
2. Record metrics

10

IS

Increase employee
security awareness
to reduce the
organizational risk
factors

Have 100% information security
awareness training completion,
and reduce organizational risk
score by 10%

1. Complete training
2. Track training and organizational
risk score
3. Report to executive management
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SDG

Activity

Gather content
Build platform
Update platform with content
Measure completion of target
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Environmental Notes
ECO has implemented the following innovations to the design of our vessels and their equipment to
reduce our current and potential impact on the environment:
• For 20 years ECO has utilized molded hull forms which are more efficient than standard hull 		
vessels.
• A new hull form designated the Very Efficient (VE) class diminishes drag allowing for the 			
reduction of emissions.
• Two (2) Oil Water Separators are installed, even though only one (1) is required, reduces 			
likelihood of an oily discharge overboard.
• Enhanced underwater oil seals have been developed to suit GOM conditions. These reduce oil 		
leaks and increase service life.
The use of reusable dishware and utensils for the average of 44,200 meals served in the
on-site ECO Cafeteria annually avoids 79,560 pounds of trash generation made of disposable
Styrofoam containers and plastic utensils.
Partnering with Louisiana State University Industrial Assessment Center (LSU - IAC) and completed
an Energy Assessment of all the buildings on ECO’s campus in Cut Off, Louisiana to define campus
energy use and potential energy efficiency and productivity improvements, waste minimization,
pollution prevention and cyber-security recommendations. This partnership will be expanded to
include implementation and follow-up of recommendations, assessments of other assessments on
vessels, and other ventures.
Partnering with Louisiana Clean Fuels on behalf of
the Department of Energy on sustainability projects, including:
• A Green Fleet Program (a Vehicle Emissions Assessment).
• Potential conversion of our vehicle fleet to alternate
		

energy sources.

• Creation of an energy corridor on a state highway.
• Consider adding charging stations on campus for employee
		

and fleet use.

Became a Gold Member of the
Louisiana State Clean Fuels
group to partner in developing
action items toward sustainable
operations.

• Work with Entergy and LA Clean Fuels to expand client shore
		

power use in port.
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ESG Social Notes
The Chouest Family Foundation was created and is active with local charities, including LSU Athletic
Foundation, Sacred Heart Catholic Church, Friends of Tarpon Pride and Upside Downs.
ECO is active in giving back to the communities Chouest operates in, including the following:
• Christmas gift donations to three schools in Brazil.
• Youth basketball program in Guyana.
• Hosting cadets for training onboard ECO vessels in Guyana, United States, Trinidad and Tobago.
• Donations of vehicles to Sao Joao’s Civil Guard in Brazil to promote the development of the region.
• Hosts classes for local high school students who intend to pursue a maritime-related career.
ECO launched a Diversity, Equity and Inclusion committee chaired by a member of company
ownership to develop and promote strategies related to racial, social and gender diversity.
ECO launched a Human Rights Governing Body chaired by a member of company ownership to
assess the materiality of potential Human Rights impacts and address the most significant ones.
ECO provides free-of-cost professional medical care via in-house paramedics, medical clinic and Chief
Medical Officer.
ECO provides meals to main office employees for a very low daily cost that includes healthy meal
options. ECO has worked with a nutritionist to offer healthier options.
ECO holds a twice-a-year blood drive on campus to donate units of blood to the area hospitals.
ECO has implemented the following innovations to the design of our vessels and their equipment to
reduce our current and potential impact on people:
• NOVEC Fire Suppression System on some vessels. The NOVEC suppression is a non-toxic system,
so any crew caught in discharge will not be harmed.
• Vessels are provided with the enhanced automation for unmanned machinery space operation.
• Automated Stability Program that allows the Master to provide quick and accurate stability 		
checks to ensure that operational changes have not reduced the vessel’s stability to an unsafe 		
level.
• The vessel is designed with a central enclosed stair tower that allows a person to transit 			
between the pilothouse and the main deck in a single enclosed trunk that is protected from
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fire/smoke on any level.
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The ECO 2021 Inaugural Sustainability Report received a third-party Gap Analysis by the American Bureau of Shipping (ABS)
to verify its accuracy and benchmark the report against industry peers. Additionally, ECO has sought out external bodies such
as Industrial Assessment Centers, Non-governmental Organizations and divisions of the Department of Energy to complete
assessments on our vessels and properties and compare the results to our own metrics to ensure accuracy. The final report
was reviewed and approved for release by members of top management and ownership.
As we continuously strive to improve, ECO is working towards meeting the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) standards. The
GRI is an international independent standards organization that helps businesses, governments and other organizations
understand and communicate their impacts on issues such as climate change, human rights and corruption. The GRI
Standards are considered the global best practice for sustainability reporting, helping organizations respond to emerging
information demands from stakeholders and regulators.
ECO has identified the following ESG Material Topics as having potential material impact to ECO’s operations. In accordance
with the GRI Standards, we are currently risk assessing the factors and developing a road map to address the impacts
deemed most material to ECO and our stakeholders. Additionally, we intend to make subsequent annual sustainability
reports comparable to the disclosure requirements of the GRI Standards.

ESG Material Topics
Environmental Issues

Social Issues

Governance Issues

Accidental Spills and Emergencies

Attracting, Developing, Retaining Talent

Corporate Governance, Business Ethics
and Anti-Corruption

Climate Change: GHG Emission
Reduction, Energy Efficiency and
Alternative Energy Use

Diversity and Inclusion

Economic Performance and Development

Waste, Emissions, Discharges

Engaging with Communities

Information Security and Data
Management

Protecting Biodiversity

Health, Safety and Wellbeing

Regulatory Management

Responsible Use of Water, Resources and
Land

Human Rights and Human Trafficking

Risk and Crisis Management

N/A

N/A

Transparency, Accountability and
Reporting

RELEASED DATE: 1ST AUGUST 2022
Any questions about this report or reported information should be addressed to ECO.ESG@Chouest.com
“This is ECO’s first sustainability report, and covers the dates of January 1, 2021, to December 31 of 2021. The frequency of
future reporting will be annually.”
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